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As global energy storage demand increases, sodium-ion
batteries are often considered as an alternative to lithium-ion
batteries. Hexacyanoferrate cathodes, commonly referred to as
Prussian blue analogues (PBAs), are of particular interest due
their low-cost synthesis and promising electrochemical re-
sponse. However, because they consist of ~50 wt% cyanide
anions, a possible release of highly toxic cyanide gases poses a
significant safety risk. Previously, we observed the evolution of
(CN)2 during cycling via differential electrochemical mass
spectrometry (DEMS), but were unable to determine a root
cause or mechanism. In this work, we present a systematical

investigation of the gas evolution of Prussian white (PW) with
different water content via DEMS. While H2 is the main gas
detected, especially in hydrated PW and during overcharge
(4.6 V vs. Na+/Na), the evolution of CO2 and (CN)2 depends on
the electrolyte conductive salt. The use of oxidative NaClO4

instead of NaPF6 is the leading cause for the formation of (CN)2.
Mass spectrometric evidence of trace amounts of HCN is also
found, but to a much lower extent than (CN)2, which is the
dominant safety risk when using NaClO4-containing electrolyte,
which despite being a good model salt, is not a viable option
for commercial applications.

1. Introduction

Electrochemical energy-storage systems, such as rechargeable
batteries, are at the heart of the energy transition, contributing
to decarbonization of transport and grid energy storage.[1,2]

Lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) have been intensively developed
and commercialized to fulfil both application requirements,
however the rising prices of the raw materials used for their
production and supply constraints triggered an accelerated
development of alternative battery chemistries.[3,4] Sodium-ion
batteries (SIBs), which can be manufactured using the same
process equipment as LIBs, are therefore developed as a
complementary technology, especially for use cases where cost

factors play a more important role than energy density.[5–8]

Several cathode active material (CAM) families have been
proposed for SIBs, including layered oxides, polyanionic com-
pounds, and Prussian blue analogues (PBAs).[9–11] The latter ones
are considered particularly promising due to their low-cost
synthesis methods, eliminating the need for high temperature
treatments, their tunable redox behavior achieved through the
use of sustainable and abundant metals, such as iron and
manganese, and their satisfactory capacity and power capability
conferred by their open framework structure with large
interstitial sites enabling 3D diffusion pathways while minimiz-
ing volume changes upon cycling.[9,12,13] Furthermore, they can
be operated both in aqueous electrolytes, with a limited cell
voltage, and in organic electrolytes similar to those for LIBs,
thereby realizing higher cell voltages.[14–18] Strong research and
commercialization efforts for these materials are therefore
underway, including manufacturers, such as CATL, Natron
Energy, and Altris.[19,20]

PBAs for SIBs present the general formula of NaxMa[Mb-
(CN)6]1� y&y·zH2O, where Ma and Mb are transition metals, x (0<
x<2), sometimes instead written as 2� x, denotes the sodium
content of the as-synthesized material, y (0<y<1) represent
the content of Mb(CN)6 vacancies symbolized as &, and z the
number of lattice water molecules per PBA unit.[14,15,18] The Na-
and Fe-rich structures are often referred to as Prussian white
(PW), indicating all iron to be fully reduced (Fe2+/Fe2+).
Vacancies, sodium content, and water play a crucial role in the
chemistry of these materials. Three main types of water
molecules are present in the structure of PBAs, including
chemically bonded coordinated water, interstitial water, and
adsorbed water, which all affect their Na+ storage behavior and
cause side reactions with the electrolyte, leading to capacity
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fading.[10,21–24] Therefore, for best CAM performance, a high Na
content, but low fraction of vacancies and water, is desirable.[6]

In recent years, many studies have been reported on optimized
composition,[25–27] synthesis procedures,[28–34] drying
procedures,[23,24,26,33,35] and chelating agents[36–40] to obtain PBA/
PW materials with such properties. At the same time, various
characterization methods and in-situ experiments have been
employed to study the composition and behavior of PBA/PW
materials during electrochemical cycling, mostly focusing on
the evolution of crystal phases in dependence of state of charge
(SOC) and water content.[41,42] Some of us have shown that an
optimal dehydration process for the composite electrodes
obtained by a more sustainable aqueous processing is even
more critical when compared to the sole CAM powders.[43]

Various electrolyte solvent and salt combinations in PBA/
PW-based cells have been reported and reviewed in the
literature, with NaPF6

[21–23,26,35,40,43–47] and
NaClO4

[24,25,27,29–34,36–39,48–56] being the most widely used conduc-
tive salts. Common solvents are organic carbonates, such as
ethylene carbonate (EC), propylene carbonate (PC), dimethyl
carbonate (DMC), diethyl carbonate (DEC), and combinations
thereof, often also including the additive fluoroethylene
carbonate (FEC).[57–59] For a PBA CAM, Piernas-Muñoz et al.
reported a comparison of various solvent and salt combinations
and electrode binders, finding 1 M NaPF6 in EC:PC:FEC 49 :49 :2
to show the best performance in terms of specific capacity and
capacity retention, and in this electrolyte, polyvinylidene
difluoride (PVDF), closely followed by carboxymethyl cellulose
(CMC), to be the best-performing binder.[60] However, the
performance of NaClO4-electrolytes was only slightly different,
and the choice of electrolyte, salt, and additives also affects the
anode material, electrolyte handling, and considerations related
to safety and cost.[61–63]

Glycol ethers, such as diglyme, are another family of
possible solvents, which generally lead to the formation of a
more stable solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) both in half- and
in full-cell configuration when compared to carbonates. In
addition, when combined with PW cathodes, their lower anodic
stability is not limiting, as PW operates within the electro-
chemical stability window of glymes.[64] In general, the forma-
tion and composition of both SEI and cathode electrolyte
interphase (CEI) strongly depend on the chosen salt and solvent
combinations.[57,58,65,66]

During battery operation, reactions of and between elec-
trode materials and electrolyte, such as the SEI formation or the
release of lattice oxygen from charged layered oxides, with
subsequent oxidation of electrolyte, result in gas evolution,
which can be studied in-situ via differential electrochemical
mass spectrometry (DEMS).[67–70] While the gas evolution of LIBs
has been studied in great detail, investigations of SIB gassing
are still relatively sparse.[67,69,71,72] In previous works on high-
entropy PBA and PW CAMs for SIBs, some of us have performed
DEMS measurements, in which not only the commonly evolved
gases H2 and CO2, but also cyanogen [(CN)2] (assumed to be the
product of oxidative dimerization of CAM anions, similar to the
release of O2 from layered oxides) were observed.[48–50,67] This
finding, although at a lower level, was recently confirmed by

Geisler.[72] At the same time, Li et al. observed the release of
both hydrogen cyanide (HCN) and (CN)2 during thermal run-
away of PBA-based cells, and (CN)2 release during the thermal
decomposition of PBA/PW has previously been reported.[46,73]

While (CN)2 finds some application as a fumigant and in
organic synthesis, it forms HCN upon hydrolysis and also in vivo,
resulting in an acute toxicity only slightly lower than that of
HCN itself.[74–76] The observation of these gases challenges the
perception of PBA/PW as being non-toxic and raises safety
concerns regarding SIBs using such CAMs. This is especially
relevant when considering overcharge events, both intentional
and unintentional, and application in confined and poorly
ventilated spaces, as commonly found in stationary energy-
storage systems located in basements, server rooms,
etc.[10,41,46,77]

In this work, we elucidate the role of carbonate solvents,
conductive salts, and water content on the gas evolution of
aqueous processed PW cathodes, investigated via DEMS during
cycling and overcharge. By using a Na1.80(5)Fe[Fe-
(CN)6] · 1.84(3)H2O PW CAM with Fe as the only transition metal
and studying it in optimized electrodes of high areal loading,[43]

any observation can be understood as genuinely deriving from
the material properties and not as immediate artifacts, e.g.
from the presence of other metals in the previously studied
high-entropy materials[48–50] or from the use of small-scale
material and electrode preparation and handling (more prone
to the introduction of impurities). Overall, it is found that H2 is
the main gas detected, with CO2 and (CN)2 evolution strongly
depending on the electrolyte conductive salt and its oxidative
nature. The use of NaClO4 is the leading cause for the formation
of (CN)2, especially during overcharge, which however is not a
commercially viable electrolyte salt.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Initial Gassing Measurements and Considerations

In this study, DEMS measurements were performed on PW/Na-
metal cells cycled at 0.1 C rate (14 mAg� 1) in the potential
window of 2.0–4.0 V vs. Na+/Na for two cycles, reflecting
regular cycling conditions, and then between 2.0 and 4.6 V in a
third cycle, reflecting an overcharge scenario (see more details
in Experimental section). It should be noted that due to the
two-electrode cell setup, the reported potentials may be
affected by SEI formation on the Na-metal anode.[72] Detailed
conditions for each measurement presented can be found in
Table S1 (Supporting Information), with a summary of the
respective specific charge/discharge capacities obtained and
gas amounts detected given in Table S2 (Supporting Informa-
tion).

The initial set of experiments consisted on the comparison
of the gassing behavior of PW/Na-metal cells employing two
commonly used electrolyte solutions in SIB research, i. e. 1 M
NaClO4 in EC :PC :DMC=1 :1 :1 (v/v/v) with 5 v% FEC and 1 M
NaPF6 in EC :DEC=3 :7 (v/v). While the first one, used in
previous DEMS studies on PBAs/PW,[48–50] constitutes a more
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academic approach involving the use of NaClO4 salt, the second
one resembles a more industrially relevant electrolyte employ-
ing NaPF6. However, these two electrolytes serve as model
electrolytes to investigate different gas evolution mechanisms
induced by chemically different salts and solvents when cycling
dehydrated PW electrodes. Figure 1a and b displays the gas
evolution obtained over two initial cycles and an overcharge
event during the third cycle. While almost the same capacities
and voltage profiles are obtained (see values in Table S2 and
Figure S1a, Supporting Information), the gassing behavior
differs significantly.

During regular cycling, H2 evolution is observed for the cell
containing NaClO4-electrolyte only at the onset of the first
charge process, while it is observed during the whole first
charge with a maximum peak at the end of the de-sodiation at
4.0 V, and to a lower extent also at the end of the second
charge for the cell containing NaPF6-electrolyte.

In both cases, the formation of H2 is most likely associated
to reduction of residual electrolyte moisture at the anode side.
In addition, coordinated water in the PW, which cannot be
removed during dehydration, leads to potential further water
release in the form of Na(OH2)

+ into the electrolyte during de-
sodiation, and particularly so at the end of charge, where the

coordination becomes weaker.[33,78] Loosely bound lattice water
is likely released fully in the initial cycle, explaining the early H2
evolution onset, specifically in the first cycle. The larger amount
of H2 detected for the cell containing NaPF6-electrolyte can be
explained considering the additional hydrolysis of NaPF6,
yielding acidic conditions due to HF formation, which is then
further reduced to H2 at the anode.

[79–82] In the cell containing
NaClO4-electrolyte, on the other hand, no acid formation is
occurring, and the reduction of water at the sodium metal
leaves OH� anions behind. These, in turn, lead to basic
electrolyte conditions and hydrolysis of EC and other organic
carbonates, which results in CO2 evolution and explains the
stronger evolution of CO2 in the cell containing NaClO4-electro-
lyte during regular cycling within the stability window of the
solvent molecules.[83,84] The decomposition of surface carbonate
impurities,[67,85,86] which have recently been shown to be present
also on PW materials,[21] may also contribute to CO2 evolution
and explain the weak signal observed for the cell containing
NaPF6-electrolyte. In the absence of lattice oxygen, no chemical
oxidation of electrolyte by reactive species released from the
lattice may occur. However, the electrochemical oxidation of EC
has been shown to occur at potentials above ~4.6 V vs. Li+/Li,
i. e. ~4.3 V vs. Na+/Na, providing an explanation for the strong

Figure 1. Gas evolution detected in Na half-cells using a dehydrated PW cathode in two different electrolytes: (a) 1 M NaClO4 in EC :PC :DMC=1 :1 : 1 (v/v/v)
with 5 v% FEC and (b) 1 M NaPF6 in EC :DEC=3 :7 (v/v).
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CO2 evolution during overcharge.
[79,87] The drastic difference in

CO2 evolution rates during overcharge is due to the presence of
the more oxidation-sensitive DEC[88] in the NaPF6-electrolyte, as
will be shown in section 2.3. It should also be noted that the
overall time at high potentials is higher for the cell containing
NaPF6-electrolyte (3.6 h charge above 4.0 V vs. 1.4 h for the cell
containing NaClO4-electrolyte), as can be seen from the direct
comparison of voltage profiles in Figure S1a (Supporting
Information). Concurrent H2 evolution during overcharge is
caused not only by remaining coordinated water, but also by
the electrochemical oxidation of electrolyte, as protic oxidation
products are reduced at the anode.[89] The observed suppression
of H2 evolution for the DEC-containing electrolyte during peak
CO2 evolution is likely due to displacement of the former by the
latter in carrier gas. The effect is particularly noticeable in the
ionization within the mass spectrometer, where a decrease
even in carrier gas signal is detected due to high CO2

concentration. As will be shown in section 2.3., this displace-
ment only occurs in the presence of strongly CO2-evolving DEC.

Lastly, the evolution of cyanogen, i. e. (CN)2, is also reported
for both measurements. Shown is m/z=52, but the fragments
and heavier isotope species at m/z=26, 27, and 53 are detected
too (see section 2.6.). Since unfortunately no calibration gas is
available for this compound in He, a conversion of the
measured signal to an absolute gas amount is not directly
possible. For a single measurement, detector currents may be
reported,[48,90,91] but a semi-quantitative normalization by both
CAM mass and spectrometer calibration sensitivity has to be
applied to allow comparisons between different
measurements.[92] In the mass spectrometer, each species’ ion
current is amplified using a secondary electron multiplier (SEM)
instead of a Faraday cup detector. With a signal gain of around
3 decades, this allows for trace detection and distinction from
background noise in the first place. However, especially in
newly installed SEMs, such as the one used for this study, aging
and degradation lead to a decrease in ion current and SEM gain
over time, which can be roughly adjusted for by spectrometer
bake-out and applying a higher voltage.[93–95] Since both H2 and
CO2 signals are also amplified by the SEM, their calibration
sensitivity, i. e. the slope of their calibration curves, is known,
and a relative comparison can be made between the slopes of
each gas for various measurements. The (CN)2 signal is then
normalized between measurements by this relative factor, as
detailed in Figure S2a and b, Table S3 (Supporting Information),
and the literature.[50] In this study, factors between 0.71 and
1.37 have been applied to yield the reported normalized (CN)2
signals. As shown in Figure 1a and b and Figure S1b (Support-
ing Information), in all cycles, a difference far greater is
observed between the (CN)2 evolution in the two electrolytes,
with a factor of 26 and 28 between peak currents during regular
cycling and overcharge, respectively. In both cases, (CN)2
evolution is observed at high SOC and potential near the end of
charge, yet the evolution is far stronger for the cell containing
NaClO4-electrolyte, and during regular cycling hardly visible
against the background for the cell containing NaPF6-electro-
lyte.

To confirm the observed gas evolution trends, repeat
measurements were conducted, as shown in Figure S3 (Sup-
porting Information). NaClO4-containing electrolyte (Figure S3a,
Supporting Information) was prepared freshly in an attempt to
both ensure repeatability over electrolyte batches and reduce
the H2 evolution at the onset of cycling. As a result, the H2
evolution is suppressed and the CO2 evolution during regular
cycling is reduced, further confirming the effect of residual
moisture in the electrolyte as the main source for water. Again,
(CN)2 evolution was observed, especially during overcharge for
the NaClO4-electrolyte. A deviation of the peak normalized (CN)2
signal by a factor of ~2 (881 pAg� 1 vs. 414 pAg� 1) demonstrates
that, while there are limitations of the presented semi-
quantitative normalization, the uncertainties obtained are an
order of magnitude smaller than the difference between the
two electrolytes. We note that this repeat measurement was
carried out five months after the first measurement and, to
adjust for the aforementioned SEM degradation, with 1380 V
instead of 1200 V applied to the SEM. Figure S3b (Supporting
Information) shows that for a repeat measurement (in this case,
shortly after the initial measurement) on a cell containing the
NaPF6-electrolyte, similar gas evolution profiles were obtained,
with the only variations observed in the total amount of gas
generated during overcharge, which depends strongly on the
exact duration of the overcharge and electrode specific surface
area.

As oxidation of cyanide anions is required to form (CN)2, the
presence of the ClO4

� anion with its oxidative properties
appears to be an explanation for the formation of cyanogen.
Metzger et al. previously reported CO2 evolution stemming
from the oxidation of conductive carbon by LiClO4 at potentials
higher than 5 V vs. Li+/Li.[87] However, (CN)2 signal is also
observed during overcharge for the cell containing NaPF6-
electrolyte, and because different cell sets were used, NaClO4

contamination can be ruled out. Therefore, either a competing
or a more complex mechanism must occur, such as one
involving a previous release of CN� and/or HCN or involving
iron. Possible considerations include the roles of SOC and
potential as oxidation causes, as well as the roles of water
content, electrolyte solvents, acidity/basicity, and various exper-
imental settings in the gas evolution. These will be disentangled
in the following in order to understand the gassing behavior of
PW CAM better and narrow down the root cause of (CN)2
evolution during overcharge above 4.0 V.

The analysis will focus on H2, CO2, and (CN)2. Two other
species commonly discussed in gas evolution studies are CO
(m/z=28) and C2H4 (m/z=26 and 28), with the former formed
together with CO2 during electrolyte decomposition and the
latter generated during SEI formation from EC.[67–70] Indeed, as
shown in Figure S4a (Supporting Information), a strong m/z=

28 signal is observed during overcharge. However, CO is also
formed as a fragment of CO2 or DEC in the mass spectrometer,
which has to be corrected for. Additionally, a correction for C2H4
is needed, which is also present in the calibration gas and can
normally be analyzed at m/z=26 as C2H2

+, yet not in the case
of PW, as m/z=26 is dominated by the CN+ fragment or
(CN)2

2+ ions. A precise quantitative determination of CO would
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only be possible via differential electrochemical infrared spec-
troscopy (DEIRS).[90] Since the evolution of CO typically occurs
concurrently with that of CO2 and from the same underlying
electrolyte oxidation mechanisms, it is therefore not reported
individually. This is also shown in Figure S4a (Supporting
Information), where after correction for the CO fragment of CO2

no remaining signal (but also no negative signal) is observed
during regular cycling, because hydrolysis of EC and decom-
position of Na2CO3 do not generate CO.[83,84] Nevertheless,
during overcharge a signal of genuine CO from electrolyte
oxidation remains after correction.

POF3 (m/z=85 and 104) is detected as the product of NaPF6
hydrolysis and decomposition, also yielding highly reactive PF5,
which however was found to further decompose to POF3 in the
steel tubing leading to the mass analyzer.[80–82] As shown in
Figure S4b (Supporting Information), POF3 can indeed be
detected from the cell containing NaPF6-electrolyte. However,
its traces are too dilute in the constant carrier gas stream of the
open headspace DEMS setup used in this work, and therefore
no precise measurement outside of overcharge conditions is
possible.[67]

2.2. Effect of Water Content

By using undried electrodes as described previously,[43] the
effect of interstitial and adsorbed water on gas evolution is
studied, as shown in Figure 2a for a cell containing NaClO4-
electrolyte and in Figure 2b for a cell containing NaPF6-electro-
lyte. In both cases, gas evolution peaks appear broader, with a
distinctive different voltage profile associated to the electro-
chemical activity of the monoclinic PW phase exhibiting lower
capacities within the standard 2.0–4.0 V potential range. As
expected, a strong H2 evolution is now observed even during
regular cycling for the cell containing NaClO4-electrolyte. The
release of water into the electrolyte upon charge results in
increased EC hydrolysis, thus also increasing the CO2 evolution.
The (CN)2 evolution, on the other hand, is reduced when
compared to that of the dehydrated electrode, so that a
dependence of (CN)2 evolution on SOC and sodium content in
the structure can be assumed. The same findings apply also
during overcharge. It is worth mentioning that the hydrated
monoclinic PW phase enables extraction of one sodium per
formula unit at about 3 V vs. Na+/Na and that the water content
of the structure shifts the potential for the low-spin iron to
almost 4 V vs. Na+/Na. Rudola et al. reported that accessing this

Figure 2. Gas evolution in Na half-cells with an undried PW cathode using two different electrolytes: (a) 1 M NaClO4 in EC :PC :DMC=1 :1 : 1 (v/v/v) with 5 v%
FEC and (b) 1 M NaPF6 in EC :DEC=3 :7 (v/v).
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plateau rapidly degrades the cell performance, as further
structural water is released.[96] However, for the cell containing
NaPF6-electrolyte, the first-cycle H2 evolution appears similar as
with the dehydrated electrode, with a rather constant H2
evolution starting immediately upon passing current through
the cell and only becoming more intensive near the end of
charge. In the second cycle, the H2 evolution is then similar
between both electrolytes, demonstrating the dominating role
of PW water content. Because the electrolyte is acidic due to
PF6

� hydrolysis, no CO2 evolution from EC hydrolysis is
observed, as this would require basic conditions. Under regular
cycling conditions, only a weak (CN)2 signal is detected.
Interestingly, a different overcharge behavior is evident for this
electrolyte with an undried electrode, with now H2 evolution
from water release (similar to the other electrolyte) dominating
the gas evolution instead of CO2 from DEC oxidation. Likely, the
presence of water or more acidic conditions affects the DEC
oxidation and explains the lower CO2 evolution. The (CN)2
evolution is again suppressed, both compared to the combina-
tions of either NaPF6-electrolyte and dehydrated electrode or
NaClO4-electrolyte and undried electrode. Regarding mechanis-
tic considerations, the reduced evolution at the same potential
when compared with dehydrated electrodes rules out an
electrochemical oxidation as the rate limiting step, while the
reduced evolution at lower SOC might indicate a contribution
of chemical oxidation.

At this point, two effects of increased water content shall be
discussed. At high potentials and water contents (undried
electrodes), and especially during overcharge, one might
assume water oxidation to occur via electrocatalysis by the de-
sodiated PW framework,[97] yet no O2 evolution was detected, as
shown in Figure S5a and b (Supporting Information). The high
H2 evolution amounts, i. e. curve integrals as listed in Table S2
(Supporting Information), can be converted into water loss from
the CAM, as exemplified in Table S4 and Figure S6 (Supporting
Information), yielding a water release between 1.15 and 1.37 wt
% during regular cycling and 4.93 to 6.44 wt% during over-
charge. This is in good agreement with the ~10 wt% total water
content of undried PW or water uptake of dry material often
observed via thermogravimetric analysis, highlighting the
importance of PW dehydration to mitigate the risk of cell
swelling and rupture due to H2 accumulation.

[21,22,24,43,51] As is
shown in Table S5 (Supporting Information), an average weight
loss of 10.43 wt% relative to the CAM mass was observed when
drying the electrodes used in this study (i. e. difference in water
content between undried and dried electrodes).

2.3. Effect of Electrolyte Solvent

The effect of electrolyte solvents on gas evolution was also
investigated. To this end, 1 M NaPF6 in EC :PC :DMC=1 :1 : 1 (v/
v/v) with 5 v% FEC was prepared and data were obtained for
both dehydrated and undried PW electrodes. These data can
then be evaluated in comparison with the results obtained by
using 1 M NaPF6 in EC :DEC=3 :7 (v/v) (Figure 1b and 2b), but
this time avoiding the strong CO2 evolution of DEC. The

solubility of NaClO4 in EC :DEC=3 :7 (v/v) was found to be
unsatisfactory at room temperature, while at higher temper-
atures degradation was observed in the form of turbidity and
dark precipitate, thus the NaClO4 version of this electrolyte was
not investigated.

As shown in Figure 3a, the combination of a dehydrated PW
electrode and the new electrolyte resulted in no significant H2
evolution during regular cycling, indicating a lower water
content when compared with Figure 1b. Possible reasons
include a lower moisture level in the freshly prepared electro-
lyte than that shipped before use or a reduced release of
interstitial and adsorbed water into the electrolyte containing
different solvents. By contrast, slightly stronger CO2 evolution
and (CN)2 evolution were observed. During overcharge, it
becomes apparent that the change of electrolyte solvents, i. e.
the replacement of DEC, strongly affects the gassing behavior,
as Figure 3a no longer shows the strong CO2 evolution and
displacement of H2 evolution found in Figure 1b for EC :DEC.
Instead, the evolution of these gases is now similar in profile
and quantity to that of Figure 1a, where the same solvent
mixture, but a different conductive salt, was used, suggesting
that under overcharge conditions, the electrochemical oxida-
tion of solvent molecules is the main contribution to the
evolution of these gases. On the other hand, the (CN)2 evolution
remained low, similar to that in Figure 1b, highlighting that it is
not the choice of solvent, but of conductive salt, that affects the
(CN)2 release.

Figure 3b shows the gassing resulting from a combination
of an undried PW electrode and the newly prepared electrolyte.
The H2 evolution is drastically increased when compared with
the dehydrated electrode in Figure 3a and similar to that
observed for undried electrodes in Figure 2. The CO2 evolution
during regular cycling is increased when compared with that in
Figure 2b and 3a (slightly), indicating that the solvent mixture
may be more prone to hydrolysis of the organic carbonates. A
very weak (CN)2 release is observed during regular cycling, but
interestingly the evolution is the strongest out of all NaPF6-
containing measurements reported in this study. A possible
explanation other than cross-contamination for this observation
is discussed in section 2.7.

We note that an analysis using diglyme as electrolyte
solvent, as reported by Geisler,[72] was attempted but proven
unsuccessful, since it was quickly purged out by the carrier gas
stream, leaving a cell too dry to cycle behind. Because the same
effect is observed with organic carbonate solvents when using
polypropylene instead of glass fiber separators, a possible
explanation is the weaker retention of an electrolyte reservoir,
akin to poor wetting.

2.4. Effect of Conductive Salt

Having narrowed down the reason for strong (CN)2 evolution
from PW to the use of NaClO4 as conductive salt, two
hypotheses regarding its role may be made, i. e. either the
oxidative nature of NaClO4 results in an increased oxidation of
CN� to (CN)2 or the electrolyte acidity/basicity (the former from
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NaPF6 and the latter from NaClO4, as discussed previously)
influences the (CN)2 evolution, with basic conditions favoring it.
To differentiate the two hypotheses, two additional electrolytes
were prepared, both based on the previously used EC :PC :DMC
mixture containing 5 v% FEC. The first electrolyte contained
0.3 M NaClO4, the other 0.3 M NaClO4 and 0.7 M NaPF6, with the
respective DEMS results shown in Figure 4a and b, respectively.

The effect of conductive salt concentration on the achieved
capacity (Table S2, Supporting Information) is negligible be-
cause of the low cycling rate. If the oxidative effect of NaClO4 is
causing (CN)2 formation, both electrolytes should result in
evolution of a similar magnitude to that shown in Figure 1a for
the 1 M NaClO4 electrolyte, however with the reduced concen-
tration of NaClO4 possibly leading to a partial decrease in (CN)2
evolution. It is worth noting that the evolution should not be
limited by the available NaClO4. Indeed, in a typical experiment,
around 0.25 mmol of CAM is used, but either 0.35 mmol or
0.75 mmol of NaClO4 is contained in the electrolyte, and the
CAM does not exhibit substantial degradation according to the
voltage profile and capacity. In the case of electrolyte acidity/
basicity, a strong difference between the two electrolytes
should be observed, as the first has a basicity similar to the

initial NaClO4 electrolyte (Figure 1a), while the second should
be acidic similar to the initial NaPF6-electrolyte (Figure 1b).

Because the same solvents are used and the water content
of electrolyte and PW electrodes is low, the evolution of H2 and
CO2 reported for both measurements in Figure 4 is similar
during charge and overcharge. The release of (CN)2 is observed
in both electrolytes, with a pronounced amount detected
during overcharge, and with an evolution profile similar to that
obtained with a higher concentration of NaClO4, as in Figure 1a.
Therefore, the oxidative properties of NaClO4 are confirmed to
cause (CN)2 evolution. A difference in peak evolution rates
between Figure 1a and 4a is likely due to the dilution of the
electrolyte, while the small difference between Figure 4a and
4b may be attributed to a further displacement of ClO4

� anions
in the CEI and electric double layer by PF6

� anions. This finding
also explains the difference in (CN)2 signal intensity observed
between previous works in our group (using NaClO4)

[48–50] and
Geisler’s work (using NaPF6).

[72] Interestingly, a similar, seemingly
contradictory finding at the anode side of SIBs has been also
explained by the use of different conductive salts by Goktas
et al.[65]

Figure 3. Gas evolution in Na half-cells with (a) a dehydrated and (b) undried PW cathode using 1 M NaPF6 in EC :PC :DMC=1 :1 : 1 (v/v/v) with 5 v% FEC as
electrolyte.
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The detection of (CN)2 evolution in PW-containing cells has
significant relevance to the commercial application of PBA/PW
cathodes. It is equally relevant to highlight that the cause of
(CN)2 evolution is the oxidative nature of the NaClO4 salt, which,
while representing a valid model electrolyte salt for laboratory-
scale research, cannot be considered a viable option in
commercial applications due to its strong oxidation properties
and explosive nature in the dry state.[87,98,99] In fact, various novel
electrolyte formulations, including alternative conductive salts,
such as sodium bis(oxalate)borate, are developed to mitigate
safety concerns (to reduce flammability and HF generation, for
example) and are already applied to PW CAMs.[47,58,98,100–102]

2.5. Effect of Other Measurement Conditions

Further experiments to evaluate the role of DEMS measurement
conditions and trace gas evolution have been carried out and
are discussed below. Figure 5a shows the result of a measure-
ment performed at 45 °C instead of 25 °C. Due to increased
electrolyte evaporation, a more volatile baseline for H2 and CO2

is obtained, with the evolution of these gases being increased

both during regular cycling and overcharge. This finding is
expected, as electrolyte degradation by hydrolysis and oxida-
tion is increased at elevated temperatures.[83,87] However, the
(CN)2 evolution was found to be increased compared to cycling
at 25 °C, while it slightly decreased from the 1st to the 2nd charge
during regular cycling and then increased during overcharge,
but to a much lower extent when compared to the test
conducted at 25 °C.

At the same time, the voltage profile of the electrode cycled
at 45 °C also strongly deviates after the overcharge, showing a
much lower discharge capacity characterized by high irrever-
sibility. Reduced performance of PBA/PW CAMs at elevated
temperatures has been reported previously and attributed to
degradation and formation of a resistive CEI.[32,45,103] It can be
assumed that the formation of such a resistive CEI is not only
more severe under overcharge conditions, but that it also
prevents further oxidation of the cyanide ions to (CN)2 by
restricting charge transfer between ClO4

� and CAM.
Figure 5b shows the gas evolution from a DEMS measure-

ment conducted with only 350 μL of electrolyte instead of
750 μL. While such a measurement in our setup is more likely to
fail due to cell dry-out by carrier gas, it is more realistic in terms

Figure 4. Gas evolution in Na half-cells with a dehydrated PW cathode using EC :PC :DMC=1 :1 : 1 (v/v/v) with 5 v% FEC as electrolyte solvent and (a) 0.3 M
NaClO4 or (b) 0.3 M NaClO4 and 0.7 M NaPF6 as conductive salt.
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of electrolyte to active mass ratio[104] (~5 :1 vs. ~12 :1, assuming
~1.3 g/mL electrolyte density) and can be more precise due to
lower dissolution of gases in the bulk electrolyte, leading to
tailing of the evolution curves.[67,105] In this case, no effect on
peak tailing is observed and the amounts of H2 and CO2 evolved
do not differ significantly. Interestingly, the (CN)2 evolution is
reduced, yet still significant, especially during overcharge, with
a slight peak broadening appearing. A probable explanation is
the different absolute amount of NaClO4 in the cell, although a
quantitative consumption of NaClO4 is unlikely. Instead, as
excess electrolyte is purged out of the cell, the salt concen-
tration is increased in the remaining electrolyte, i. e. that in the
glass fiber separator’s reservoir, which is less affected by the
carrier gas stream. With more initial electrolyte, this effect is
more pronounced and leads to a higher effective concentration
of NaClO4, similar to the findings of salt concentration variation
shown in Figure 4a.

Having established that the lower electrolyte volume does
not affect the observed gas evolution beyond the previously
discussed differences, lastly, a measurement with this reduced
electrolyte volume is carried out without cooling the cold trap
of the DEMS setup.[90,91] Since it comes at the price of increased

SEM degradation and background noise, as well as reduced
target molecule ionization due to electrolyte molecules in the
spectrometer, a lower electrolyte volume is necessary to still
gather relevant data. This measurement allows to rule out a
significant effect of (CN)2 condensation into the cold trap and
will also be of interest in the following section on HCN
evolution. The resulting gas evolution is shown in Figure S7
(Supporting Information), and as can be seen, none of the gas
evolution trends show a significant difference to the measure-
ment with cold trap (Figure 5b). The variation of the peak (CN)2
evolution rate during overcharge appears to be in agreement
with the limitations of relative quantification and the observed
differences between the experiments combining NaClO4-elec-
trolyte and dehydrated PW electrodes.

2.6. Evolution of Hydrogen Cyanide

Because HCN formation is a side reaction of some PW synthesis
routes[22,35,41] and has been previously observed during thermal
runaway of PBA cells,[46] and (CN)2 is known to hydrolyze under
formation of HCN, in the following, we consider whether HCN is

Figure 5. Gas evolution in Na half-cells with a dehydrated PW cathode using 1 M NaClO4 in EC :PC :DMC=1 :1 : 1 (v/v/v) with 5 v% FEC after (a) increasing
temperature from 25 to 45 °C and (b) reducing electrolyte volume from 750 to 350 μL.
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also present during the DEMS measurements. For this, the mass
spectrometer’s ability to discriminate between molecules of the
same gas, but of other isotope composition, referred to as
isotopologues, is utilized, which is a powerful enhancement of
DEMS study capabilities.[67]

The detection of HCN in the presence of (CN)2 is
complicated by fragmentation. At standard conditions (25 °C,
70 eV ionization energy), HCN is detected mostly at m/z=27
(HCN+, 100% relative intensity) and m/z=26 (CN+, ~16%
relative intensity), as well as in the form of molecules containing
a heavier isotope at m/z=28 (~2% relative intensity).[106] (CN)2,
on the other hand, is not only detected at m/z=52 (100%
relative intensity), but also at m/z=26 (CN+ fragment and
(CN)2

2+, ~5% relative intensity) and, due to isotopologues
containing either 13C or 15N, at m/z=53 (~3% relative intensity),
as well as very weakly in combination of heavy isotope content
and fragmentation at m/z=27.[107] In a standard mass spectrom-
etry application, short of gas chromatography, the simultaneous
determination of species with overlapping signals, such as HCN
and (CN)2, requires solving a set of linear equations obtained
with a calibration matrix that contains the fragmentation
intensity patterns of all gases of interest.[72,108] In a battery DEMS
application, a further difficulty arises from fluctuating back-
ground signals, e.g. various C2Hx

+ species from ethylene and
DEC fragments (m/z=26, 27, and 28). As background signals
are present and no calibration gases and matrix are available,
two considerations are presented instead, which allow discus-
sing the relative presence of HCN. In these considerations, three
assumptions are made: (1) Molecules other than HCN and (CN)2
contribute only to the baseline, but not to the signal peaks
observed for m/z=26, 27, 52, and 53. This is supported by
DEMS data of a previous study utilizing the same electrolyte

and cutoff potential, but layered oxide CAMs.[109] The respective
signal profiles are shown in Figure S8a-c (Supporting Informa-
tion). (2) The formation rates of (CN)2 isotopologues are similar,
i. e. the kinetic isotope effect is weak. (3) There is no significant
isotope effect between isotopologues with regards to proba-
bilities of ionization and fragmentation.

Firstly, in all measurements carried out with NaClO4-electro-
lyte (all DEC-free), m/z=27 peaks can be detected against the
background noise, i. e. when the signal noise from excess
electrolyte has decreased sufficiently. As evident from Fig-
ure 6a-d and S9a-c (Supporting Information), the peak raw
signal of m/z=27 is detected between 2.9 and 9.8 min earlier
than that of (CN)2 at m/z=26 and 52 in some measurements.
However, each mass channel is scanned every 13.5 s for the
experiments in this study, resulting in a 13 to 43 scan cycle
difference between peak signal rates. In Figure 6d, instead of an
earlier peak signal, a stronger peak shoulder is observed for m/
z=27. However, as shown in Figure S9a (Supporting Informa-
tion), the effect is reversed in the case of simultaneous presence
of NaClO4 and NaPF6.

If fragmentation were the sole source of signal beyond
background in all three of these channels, peak signal rates
would occur figuratively simultaneously, as they have a
common source in the (CN)2 molecule, which is only ionized
and fragmented in the mass spectrometer. The time between
ionization at the ion source and detection at the SEM is
extremely short compared to the duration of the experiment
and even the length of one scan cycle. The fact that the m/z=

27 signal peak occurs much earlier suggests that, additionally to
the 13C14N+ or 12C15N+ fragment of (CN)2, another gas (in this
case, HCN) contributes to the overall signal, which is either
formed slightly earlier or transported to the spectrometer faster.

Figure 6. Delay in signal peaks between m/z=26 and m/z=27 and 52 indicating the presence of trace amounts of HCN.
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Assuming laminar flow of carrier gas, a slightly earlier peak
formation rate of HCN in the cell may be assumed. However,
from the low signal-to-noise ratio in m/z=27, a low concen-
tration of HCN can be inferred. Another limitation that should
be considered is the reactivity of (CN)2, both in the presence of
traces of moisture and H2. The earlier peak formation rate is not
necessarily found in the cell, but can occur in the DEMS tubing
by hydrolysis or reduction of (CN)2, similar to the detection of
PF5 as POF3, as reported by Solchenbach et al.[81] A similar HCN
formation reaction, albeit not affecting peak evolution rate time
differences, is reduction of (CN)2 in the presence of H2 at the
hot filament of the mass spectrometer, a reaction known to
occur under these conditions between Cl2 and H2.

[110] Secondly,
one may consider isotope abundance and relative intensity
ratios. At this point, it should be noted that while both for
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) reference
data[106,107] and for the DEMS measurements an ionization
energy of 70 eV was applied, yet a slight deviation of relative
intensities can be observed due to different temperatures
during ionization.[81,87]

Under the previously made assumptions, in the case of pure
(CN)2, the peak intensity ratio (1) between m/z=26 and 52, on
the one hand, and m/z=53 and 52, on the other hand, should
be close to the NIST reference values of 4.7 and 3.1%,
respectively,[107] and (2) between m/z=27 and 26 should be
around half that between m/z=53 (“heavy (CN)2”) and 52. Since
only one of the two fragments of “heavy (CN)2” carries a heavy
isotope, single ionization followed by fragmentation leads to
only one of the two fragments carrying the charge. Additionally,
the m/z=26 signal may also be increased from traces of
(CN)2

2+. However, if an increasing concentration of HCN is
present, both the m/z=26 and 27 signals are increased, with
the latter increasing almost 6 times more, as in pure HCN the
ratio between m/z=26 and 27 is ~17%.[106] A deviation of the
ratios discussed above can therefore indicate the presence of
HCN.

As shown in Figure 7a-c and Figure S10a-c and Table S6
(Supporting Information), the intensity of all four raw signal
peaks is determined and compared for a series of measure-
ments. The ratio between m/z=53 and 52 was found to be
between 2.5 and 2.9%, close to the NIST reference value of
3.1%.[107] However, the ratio between m/z=26 and 52 was
found to be between 20.3 and 24.2% in the measurements, far
above the NIST reference value of 4.7%. A stronger relative
signal of m/z=27 is then also found for the ratio between m/
z=27 and 26, between 12.2 and 20%. While a linear equation
system could be solved for the shares of HCN and (CN)2 that
generate these relative intensities, the result would be the share
of ionized molecules. The latter differs significantly from the
actual share of molecules due to different electron ionization
cross sections between HCN and (CN)2, so that again a
calibration gas containing known quantities of both gases
would be needed for a precise determination, even of
ratios.[72,108,111] If, for a rough estimation, the ionization proba-
bility of both gases is assumed to be equal and all m/z=27
signal is attributed to HCN, the ratio between m/z=27 and 52
would indicate additional HCN evolution in the range of 2.9 to

4.8% of the (CN)2 evolution. No major differences in the
observed ratios between the measurements (see Table S6,
Supporting Information) further demonstrate that neither water
content nor electrolyte volume or cold-trap settings signifi-
cantly affect the perceived ratio between HCN and (CN)2.

2.7. Mechanistic Considerations and Discussion

In light of the results presented so far and the available
literature, a consideration of likely gas amount and formation
mechanism of (CN)2 shall be discussed. In the initially reported
observation of (CN)2 evolution, a comparison was made to the
release of lattice oxygen from layered oxide CAMs, another
anion oxidation process.[48] Having found NaClO4 to play a
significant role in the (CN)2 formation, this now has to be
reconsidered, also taking into account a difference in reversi-

Figure 7. Ratios of m/z=26, 27, 52, and 53 raw signal intensities indicating
the formation of trace amounts of HCN, as m/z=27 signal is stronger than
expected for a mere isotopologue fragment.
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bility. Between O2� ions and oxygen gas, peroxides and hyper-
oxide anions exist, allowing for an often at least partially
reversible, capacity providing anion redox.[112,113] While a
respective (CN)2

� anion has been discussed in the literature, this
discussion is limited to theoretical calculations of anions in the
atmosphere of Saturn’s moon Titan.[114,115] The presence of this
species in PW CAM therefore appears unlikely, so that cyanide
oxidation is irreversible. Still, some similarities between the loss
of O2 from layered oxides and (CN)2 from PW may exist. In
layered oxides, an oxygen-depleted surface forms, commonly
referred to as rocksalt-type phase. This layer impedes ion
diffusion (the transition metals in it become redox inactive) and
with its thickness increasing during cycle life, helps explain
some of the capacity fading seen in layered oxide CAMs.[116] In
the case of rocksalt-type layer, a measurement of the evolved
gases can be used to calculate the fraction of CAM converted to
oxygen-depleted material and, taking the specific surface area
of the CAM particles into account, layer thickness, with a
conversion of ~2% being reported for strong overcharge
conditions.[117,118]

A similar, cyanide-depleted surface may form on the PW
particles, as contact to NaClO4 and gas diffusion into the
electrolyte are only possible at the particle surface. While its
detection via transmission electron microscopy (TEM) proves
troublesome due to the susceptibility of hexacyanoferrates to
beam damage, Yan et al. reported X-ray photoelectron spectro-
scopy (XPS) and Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR)
findings of a cycled PBA cathode that indicate the formation of
an altered surface layer or CEI when using NaPF6-electrolyte.

[45]

Interestingly, Sottmann et al. observed the formation of
NaMnCl3 via X-ray diffraction (XRD) of a cycled manganese
hexacyanoferrate cathode, with a reduction of NaClO4 as the
only possible source of Cl� anions.[56] A reaction of no more
than 1 to 2% of PBA/PW CAM seems probable. Firstly, as also
reported by Sottmann et al.[56] and Piernas-Muñoz et al.,[60] a
change of conductive salt to NaPF6 does not lead to a
substantial increase in capacity retention, ruling out a notice-
ably stronger decomposition of the CAM by NaClO4. Further-
more, long-term cycling of PBA/PW CAM is still possible in
NaClO4-electrolyte, suggesting that the degradation reaction is
limited in its extent. Thus, a likely reason is the limitation of the
reaction to the available particle surface.

However, the calculation of how much (CN)2 is evolved
requires the number of reacting cyanide ions per formula unit
of degrading hexacyanoferrate to be known. A full conversion
(3 molecules of (CN)2 per Fe[Fe(CN)6] unit) would yield iron
oxides, hydroxides or chlorides, in agreement with the observa-
tion of NaMnCl3 formation by Sottmann et al.,[56] yet through a
series of intermediate species of unknown reactivity. Alterna-
tively, only one or two cyanide ligands per hexacyanoferrate
unit may be oxidized, further reducing the estimated amount of
(CN)2 evolution by a factor of 1/6 or 1/3. Cheah et al. reported
(CN)2 evolution due to an irreversible electrochemical oxidation
of hexacyanoferrate at 0.586 V vs. Fc+/Fc in acetonitrile.[119]

Interestingly, this potential corresponds to ~3.93 V vs. Na+/Na
[E0(Fc+/Fc)=0.63 V vs. SHE,[120] E0(Na+/Na)=2.714 V vs. SHE],
close to the onset of (CN)2 evolution observed in this work.

Cheah et al. proposed an ECE-type reaction, involving both
electron transfer and chemical reaction steps, in which the
electrochemical formation of an Fe4+ intermediate is followed
by (CN)2 release in a reductive elimination reaction of two
cyanide ligands, and the resulting Fe2+ complex is subsequently
electrochemically oxidized to Fe3+. The solvent then coordi-
nates the iron in place of the missing cyanide ligands, which
Cheah et al. demonstrated via in-situ FTIR and X-ray absorption
spectroscopy (XAS) in combination with density-functional
theory (DFT) calculations.[119] For the PBA/PW CAM discussed
here, a coordination is similarly possible by electrolyte solvent,
water or hydroxide anions. The findings of Cheah et al. are
significant for the interpretation of results in this study in
multiple ways. Most importantly, they explain why a lower (CN)2
evolution is observed also in cells containing NaPF6-electrolyte,
since Fe4+ may be formed both electrochemically (to a lesser
extent, but in all electrolytes) and via oxidation by NaClO4 (to a
greater extent). Consequently, this means that electron transfer
occurs between Fe3+ and ClO4

� or a ClOx species formed by
decomposition of the latter and does not immediately involve
the cyanide anions. This, in turn, helps to explain the otherwise
contrary findings of Pan et al., who reported on gas-free
oxidation of NaCN/carbon electrodes in NaClO4-electrolyte for
sodium-ion capacitors, finding polycyanogen (also called para-
cyanogen) instead of (CN)2 gas, as supported by pressure
measurements (and DEMS, but without explicitly monitoring m/
z=52).[121] Polycyanogen formation was then demonstrated by
elemental analysis, as well as by ultraviolet (UV)- and IR-
spectroscopy, and assumed to occur due to anionic polymer-
ization in the presence of cyanide anions.[121,122] Guo et al.
studied the electrochemical oxidation of cyanide in acetonitrile
by electrospray-mass spectrometry (ES-MS) and similarly re-
ported nucleophilic addition of cyanide to cyanogen, observing
various (CN)n oligomers, but no (CN)2.

[123]

An attempt was made by us to conduct DEMS measure-
ments on NaCN/carbon composite electrodes similar to those
of Pan et al.,[121] with the further intent, similar to the Li2CO3

decomposition study of Freiberg et al.,[85] to also quantify the
consumed NaCN and thereby (CN)2 amounts. However, this
proved unsuccessful, as with the only available PVDF binder,
slurry gelation was observed upon the presence of NaCN. Since
PVDF slurry gelation occurs by dehydrofluorination,[124] the
formed HF likely reacts with NaCN to form HCN. This not only
invalidates quantification, but also poses a significant safety
risk, and no further attempts were made to prepare NaCN
electrodes.

In this study, polycyanogen formation could be neither
proved nor disproved. Still, taking the literature findings
detailed above into consideration, some characteristics of (CN)2
formation and evolution can be discussed. The (CN)2 formation
via reductive elimination in an Fe4+ complex explains why the
oxidation of cyanide, in at least some cases, ends already at
(CN)2 and does not carry on to cyanate ions. Furthermore, the
relative absence of free cyanide anions inhibits the anionic
polymerization to polycyanogen by nucleophilic addition. The
anions present in the electrolyte are far less nucleophilic, with
the notable exception of hydroxide anions. The reduced (CN)2
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evolution observed in the case of overcharge of undried
electrodes and NaClO4 (Figure 2a) may then also be partially
attributed to the addition of hydroxide to formed (CN)2, yielding
1-cyanoformamide instead.[125] At the same time, the presence
of water under acidic conditions (Figure 3b) may not lead to
(CN)2 polymerization, and may also induce formation of reactive
oxygen species upon electrochemical water oxidation, in both
cases explaining the higher (CN)2 evolution observed in this
measurement.

For the reductive elimination reaction, a preceding dissolu-
tion of one cyanide ligand to form a more reactive, five-
coordinate intermediate cannot be ruled out and may explain
the observed m/z=27 signals and their earlier peak evolution
rate.[126] While Fe4+ is unusual and its presence in a hexacyano-
ferrate complex, as proposed by Cheah et al.,[119] is likely too
short-lived to be detected, it has been previously reported both
as an electrochemically formed intermediate prone to reductive
elimination in organometallic chemistry[127] and in battery
materials, often showing spontaneous reduction at high SOC as
part of a reductive coupling mechanism, leading to oxidized
anions.[128–132]

Lastly, the fate of the ClO4
� anion shall be considered.

Eggert et al. studied the gas evolution of LiClO4 in PC on Pt
electrodes and proposed a single electron-transfer reaction,
yielding a ClO4

* radical, which decomposes to ClO2 and oxygen.
The oxygen then contributes to electrolyte oxidation, leaving
both ClO2 (m/z=67, m/z=69 due to 35Cl and 37Cl) and CO2 as
detected gases.[133] Cattaneo et al. also reported ClO2 evolution
of this electrolyte on acetylene black electrodes above 4.5 V vs.
Li+/Li.[134] On the other hand, Metzger et al. did not observe any
ClO2 signals in their study of conductive carbon oxidation by
LiClO4 and additionally ruled out the formation of LiCl via XPS,
thus assuming LiClOx species as the reaction product.[87]

However, Sottmann et al. reported the formation of NaMnCl3,
which does contain the Cl� anion.[56] As is shown in Figure S11a-
e (Supporting Information), in this work, under overcharge
conditions and especially at increased temperature, signals at
m/z=67, 69, and 51 (35ClO+, m/z=53 occupied by (CN)2
isotopologue) are observed, mirroring the correct isotope ratio
of 35Cl and 37Cl. No clear signal could be made out for m/z=35
and 37. However, due to the strong level of background noise
and possible other contributions, the finding can only be
considered with caution. Furthermore, the formation of a ClO4

*

radical itself is not proven, and it is an oxidation (not the
reduction) required to facilitate the Fe3+ to Fe4+ electron
removal. For this, either the reverse reaction, or more likely
oxidation by a formed decomposition species (ClOx), itself an
oxidative radical, is required. This is supported by the lack of
ClO2 signals in previous measurements with the same electro-
lyte on layered oxide CAMs (Figure S8, Supporting Information),
indicating that ClO2 is only formed together with PW degrada-
tion and not itself causing the degradation.

Taken together, a plausible reductive elimination mecha-
nism for the formation of (CN)2 and the observed formation of
ClO2 from NaClO4 suggests that a reactive ClOx species
facilitates the formation of a Fe4+ intermediate.

3. Conclusions

In this work, we have shown (quantitatively) that the outgassing
of PW materials is dominated by the evolution of H2, especially
in hydrated CAM and especially during overcharge (4.6 V). CO2

evolution during regular cycling occurs from the hydrolysis of
organic carbonates by hydroxide anions and therefore depends
not only on the water content of the CAM, but also on the
conductive salt, as NaPF6 hydrolysis leads to acidic conditions
(less hydrolysis), while NaClO4 leads to basic conditions (more
hydrolysis). Only under overcharge conditions at higher
potentials, electrochemical oxidation of electrolyte with CO2

release occurs. In addition, the evolution of (CN)2 was inves-
tigated in detail in this study, indicating that significant (CN)2
release stems from the use of oxidative NaClO4, while (CN)2
release from electrolyte with NaPF6 is much lower. With further
experiments, other influence factors and the evolution of HCN
were discussed, finding that HCN is likely present in traces, but
due to the higher concentration of (CN)2, the latter dominates
in terms of safety risks. A hypothesis regarding the formation
mechanism and quantity of (CN)2 is presented, centering on the
formation of a reactive, cyanide-coordinated Fe4+ intermediate
that undergoes reductive elimination.

4. Outlook

(CN)2 evolution during cycling of PW-based SIBs has severe
implications regarding not only safety and handling of the
materials and cells, but also their commercial application.
However, we would like to emphasize that it is the commer-
cially irrelevant NaClO4 salt – often used in lab-scale studies –
that mainly causes the (CN)2 evolution. Furthermore, as also
shown in this study, H2 evolved due to PW water content is the
predominant gas and comes with its own safety risks. The
implied further development needs for PW-based SIBs are
therefore, on the one hand, safer electrolytes and conductive
salts and, on the other hand, careful and controlled dehydration
procedures while maintaining high sodium content, especially
when using aqueous processed electrodes.

Lastly, some important experimental considerations repre-
sent the limitations of the DEMS setup employed here.
Reported potentials are determined against Na metal acting
both as counter and reference electrode, which may have been
affected by the formation of a resistive SEI. While it was shown
that the use of a cold trap did not lead to substantial amounts
of HCN or (CN)2 being condensed, the evolved (CN)2 was
continually extracted, whereas in a regular cell, it would remain
in the headspace and also partially be dissolved into the
electrolyte. Under these conditions, polymerization to polycya-
nogen or follow-up reactions, such as with the H2 or electrolyte
solvent, may occur, forming HCN or organic nitrile species, and
change the outcome of gas evolution studies performed on a
closed headspace, such as crimped-capillary online electro-
chemical mass spectrometry (OEMS) or GC-MS headspace
sampling.[66,104,135] On a similar note, if (CN)2 evolution occurs in
aqueous electrolyte,[16] often NaClO4 based, it would be
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followed up by hydrolysis, yielding cyanate and cyanide ions, of
which the latter may be oxidized again, leaving cyanate ions as
the main degradation product instead of (CN)2. Therefore,
additional experiments are still required to evaluate the
significance of (CN)2 evolution for the application of PBAs/PWs
as battery materials. This includes experiments in full cells and
with a reference electrode,[72,136] experiments where a correct
electrolyte-to-active material ratio limits the amount of con-
ductive salt and electrolyte available for degradation reactions,
i. e. measurements in larger cell formats,[137,138] and a reliable and
precise quantification and separation of both HCN and (CN)2,
which may be achieved by novel DEMS cell designs, such as on-
chip electrochemistry-mass spectrometry (EC-MS).[139]

To better understand follow-up reactions, we envision that
labeling the PW CAM with 13CN may allow for the detection of
gaseous products via DEMS/OEMS and electrolyte side products
via 13C nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy. Overall,
the findings highlight the importance of gas evolution measure-
ments for an exhaustive characterization of battery materials,
and the effect of coating, doping, additives, synthesis, and
processing procedures on suppression of (CN)2 evolution may
become a new field of consideration in PBA/PW research.

Experimental Section
Electrodes based on PW CAM with a nominal composition of
Na1.80(5)Fe[Fe(CN)6] · 1.84(3)H2O were prepared as described
previously.[43] In short, an aqueous slurry was produced from PW,
carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC) and styrene-butadiene rubber (SBR)
binder, and conductive carbon additive in a weight ratio of
93.5 :3.5 : 3.0. After degassing, the slurry was coated onto a 15 μm
aluminium foil (Avotec Steel). Electrodes were calendared to a
targeted density of ~1.5 gcm� 3, with an average mass loading of 13
(�1) mgcm� 2. Electrode disks of 30 mm diameter were punched
out and dried under a dynamic vacuum for 24 h at 170 °C using a
Glass Oven b-585 (BUCHI UK Ltd) to allow for dehydration of the
Na-rich hydrated PW system. Undried electrodes were also used in
this work to investigate the effect of interstitial and adsorbed water
on gas evolution upon cycling.[43]

For DEMS measurements, a customized cell was assembled using a
Na-metal (BASF SE) counter electrode, a GF/D separator (Whatman),
and the 30 mm PW cathode as working electrode, with an
additional 4 mm diameter hole punched out in the center to allow
for gas flow. 750 μL of electrolyte was spread out on the separator
dropwise. Different electrolyte systems were used in the work,
including 1 M NaPF6 in a mixture of ethylene carbonate (EC) and
diethyl carbonate (DEC) in a ratio of 3 : 7 (v/v) (Fluorochem Ltd.) and
0.3 or 1 M NaClO4 (Sigma-Aldrich), 1 M NaPF6 or 0.3 M NaClO4 and
0.7 M NaPF6 in a mixture of EC, propylene carbonate (PC, Merck
KGaA), and dimethyl carbonate (DMC, BASF SE) in a ratio of 1 : 1 : 1
(v/v/v) containing an additional 5 v% of fluoroethylene carbonate
(FEC, BASF SE). Cells were cycled galvanostatically at 14 mAg� 1

(1 C=140 mAg� 1) for two cycles within a standard potential range
between 2.0 and 4.0 V vs. Na+/Na, and then charged up to 4.6 V
before being discharged to 2.0 V in the third cycle. A constant
stream of He carrier gas (2.5 mL min� 1, purity 6.0) was passed
through the cell during cycling, and the extracted gas mixture then
passed through a cold trap (� 8 °C) before being analyzed by a
mass spectrometer (GSD320, Pfeiffer Vacuum GmbH). A more
detailed description of the DEMS setup and measurement principle
can be found in the literature.[67,90,91] A baseline correction is applied

to the m/z=2, 26, and 44 signals to subtract the background signal
stemming from electrolyte solvent molecules, residual air, and cell
leakage. Calibration curves for H2 (m/z=2) and CO2 (m/z=44) were
obtained by subsequently passing a calibration gas with known
concentrations of these species in He through the cell in various
dilutions. This is demonstrated for the first four measurements in
Figure S2 (Supporting Information). The secondary electron multi-
plier (SEM) voltage was adjusted before each measurement in a
range of 1200–1380 V to obtain a He (m/z=4) raw signal close to
10� 7 A. To compensate for differences in SEM gain and electrode
loading, the (CN)2 raw signal (m/z=52) was normalized to CAM
weight and relative H2/CO2 calibration curve slopes, as discussed in
the main text. To this end, the quotients between each slope and
the average slope of the first four measurements were calculated
for both H2 and CO2, then averaged and the m/z=52 raw signal
divided by this value.[50] Table S3 (Supporting Information) contains
the H2 and CO2 calibration slopes and resulting adjustment factors
for all measurements.
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A Matter of Safety: Factors affecting
the gas evolution of Prussian white
(PW) cathode material for sodium-ion
batteries are evaluated. H2 is the main
gas detected, especially in hydrated
PW and during overcharge, while the
evolution of CO2 and (CN)2 strongly

depends on the electrolyte conduc-
tive salt. The use of oxidative NaClO4

as a conductive salt causes evolution
of (CN)2 and HCN during regular
cycling, and especially so during over-
charge.
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